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OBJECT
To be the first player to correctly identify the 
object hidden inside the box. 

SET-UP
One player will be the Box Keeper. Remove 
the contents from the box.  Separate the 
"Take a Guess" ("?") cards from the Idea 
Cards. Each player receives two "?" cards. If 
there are more than six players then each 
player receives just one "?" card.  Any 
remaining "?" cards are kept by the Box 
Keeper. Place the scoring marble in the "20" 
hole on the scoring track.  Give the Idea Cards 
to the Box keeper.

GAME PLAY
The Box Keeper leaves the room with the box 
to find an object to place inside it. It can be 
anything that fits inside the box so long as it’s 
not breakable.  The Box Keeper should look 
for objects that will be hard to guess, that are 
heavy or light.  The best type of objects are 
ones that make a strange (and misleading) 
sound inside the box like a corkscrew, a 
notepad, shoelaces, a pair of rolled up socks.  
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Alternatively, the Box Keeper can choose to 
place one of the Idea Cards in the box.  These 
show things that could not physically fit inside 
the box and add an abstract element to the 
game.  Once the Box Keeper has found an 
object or chosen an Idea Card, they should 
place it in the box, close the lid and return to 
the game room. Placing the box in the middle 
of the table the Box Keeper now says, “What’s 
In the Box”? 

No one may touch, shake or hold the box 
unless given permission to do so by the Box 
Keeper during the game. Play moves in a 
clockwise direction from the Box Keeper with 
all players taking turns to ask questions.

ON THEIR TURN A PLAYER MAY DO ONE OF 
THREE THINGS:

Ask the Box Keeper a  "Yes" or "No" question 
about the object in the box.
Ask to pick up the box and gently shake it.
Try to guess the object in the box.

The Box Keeper must answer questions  
truthfully with either a "Yes" or "No".  If the 
Box Keeper answers "Yes" the player may 
either ask another question or may ask to 
hold the box.  The player can keep asking 
questions until they receive a "No" answer. 
If the Box Keeper answers "No" the player’s 
turn is over and the Box Keeper moves the 
scoring marble one space along the scoring 
track gradually counting towards the "0".

Picking up the box allows the player to feel 
the weight, how the object moves inside the 
box and the sound the object makes inside 
the box.  All these can be big clues as to 
what is hidden inside the box. Once the 
player is finished holding the box it is placed 
back on the table and their turn is over. 
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If  a player thinks he or she knows what the 
hidden object is they may (on their turn) take 
a guess, as long as they have a "?" card  left. 
The "?" card is handed to the Box Keeper, 
before the guess is stated.  If the guess is 
correct the box can be opened and the 
object revealed for all to see. The player 
that correctly guessed the object wins the 
round and may keep the object.  But if they 
are incorrect they lose their "?" card, their 
turn is over and again the Box Keeper 
moves the scoring marble one space.

A player can win back a "?" card from the Box 
Keeper by asking three questions in a row and 
receiving three "Yes" answers. If this happens 
the Box Keeper must hand over a "?" card.  A 
player may not have more than two "?" cards 
in their hand at any time.

RUNNING OUT OF GUESSES
If the Box Keeper moves the marble to the ‘0’ 
hole the round is immediately over and the Box 
Keeper has won. The Box Keeper opens the 
box to reveal what the hidden object is and 
keeps the item until the end of the game for 
scoring purposes.

If the Box Keeper wins the round they may 
remain as the Box Keeper for the following 
round. If another player guesses the object 
correctly they become the Box Keeper for the 
next round.

WINNING THE GAME
The first player to collect three objects wins 
the game.
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